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Whomever said that becoming a pastor would be easy couldn't have known Gavon "Gee"
Cunningham. It seemed like the moment he became a pastor after the death of his beloved
grandmother Mama Jean all hell broke loose in his life.His father wanted to move on with a new
woman when Gavon felt like his mother hadn't been in the ground long enough for him to do so.
Sure she had been dead almost thirty years but Gavon wasn't counting. He knew she would be
turning over in her grave if she knew what Alvin was up to. If his mother Danielle couldn't get
loyalty from her husband then she would continue to get it from her son.Chasiti had come into
his life at the right time. She loved him unconditionally and was even the reason he wasn't
following in Alvin's footsteps by ending up in jail. Had it not been for her his ex Chardonnay
would be history. But just like a demon coming back to see if a person's house had been swept
clean, she had reared her conniving head once again.Chasiti and Gavon should have been
enjoying their daughter and getting ready to meet their son without any issues but old feelings
come in to play and now he's not too sure if his marriage is strong enough to survive. Gavon will
need to figure out if the secret he is hiding will cost him everything.Chardonnay is at it again.
Most would think that after her near death experience and finally getting happiness, she would
have completely changed. For a while she had but once her husband Kendrick begins to show
signs of infidelity once again she turns back to the only person who she knows will be her ram in
the bush. And as expected he becomes that and so much more.Insecurities, deception, and
heartache are all of the ingredients needed for homes to be divided and the enemy to rein
supreme. Is their faith in God and one another solid enough to withstand the trials or will they
cause Gavon to once again return to his thuggish ways?

From BooklistWill Titanic stowaway Paddy Burns ever get to breathe easy? Not only is he still
pursued ruthlessly by the thugs who cast him aboard, the whole ship seems poised to capture
him in this heart-stopping sequel to Korman’s Unsinkable. Paddy crawls into a steamer trunk to
sleep, fits into ship life where he can, and trusts a couple of allies. Junior steward Alfie thinks he
has spotted the mysterious Jack the Ripper on board. Young royal Juliana discovers she may be
sailing toward an arranged marriage. Amid this and more drama overload: the ship seems to
have hit an iceberg. Unsinkable fans will eagerly clamber on. Grades 5-8. --Anne
OMalleyReviewPraise for Gordon Korman's Titanic series:"Though best known and loved for his
humorous books, Korman has proven here, as he has with the other adventure series he's
penned, that he is far from a one-trick pony." ― Quill & Quire"[Korman] knows how to spin a lively
and engaging tale. Hanging it on an already fascinating, albeit tragic, slice of history means it
wins on all levels: a thrilling account of a heart-stopping disaster, and a set of fictional characters
seamlessly intertwined with real life." ― The Montreal Gazette"Korman manages to tell the story



of the Titanic smoothly while also introducing other elements of the early twentieth
century...Altogether an enjoyable read that makes this tragic story come alive with personal
narratives." ― Resource Links"Highly Recommended" ― Canadian Review of MaterialsPraise
for Gordon Korman's Titanic series:"Though best known and loved for his humorous books,
Korman has proven here, as he has with the other adventure series he's penned, that he is far
from a one-trick pony." ― Quill & Quire"[Korman] knows how to spin a lively and engaging tale.
Hanging it on an already fascinating, albeit tragic, slice of history means it wins on all levels: a
thrilling account of a heart-stopping disaster, and a set of fictional characters seamlessly
intertwined with real life." ― The Montreal Gazette"Korman manages to tell the story of the
Titanic smoothly while also introducing other elements of the early twentieth century...Altogether
an enjoyable read that makes this tragic story come alive with personal narratives." ― Resource
Links"Highly Recommended" ― Canadian Review of MaterialsAbout the AuthorGordon Korman
is the beloved author of over one hundred novels for young readers, including hilarious middle-
grade classics such as the Macdonald Hall series, I Want to Go Home and Slacker. Born in
Montreal, Quebec, Gordon grew up in Thornhill, Ontario, and now lives in New York with his
family. Visit him online at www.gordonkorman.com.Read more
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The Pastor's Other Woman: The Complete Series



B. Smith, “Four Stars. Enjoyed like this book too; but didn't like the ending.”

Devon Francis, “Amazing Part 2. Once again you ladies did an excellent job , I am so well
pleased with part 2 to Pastor Gavon's journey. It is true how life experiences and circumstances
will cause us to get to the place of redemption and the reach of salvation. This story is so
transparent, I believe anyone who reads this book will be blessed by the reality of life
circumstances and the biblical foundation of this well-written book. The only thing I would
suggest, I notice way too many grammatical errors but they were easy to understand. Just for
printing purposes, check it out before sending it off. God Bless the both of you!”

Modelsyzt3, “MUST READ!!!!!!. This book was good from the beginning to the end. When you
are married you should never hide nothing from your spouse because it can go left real fast. I
learned so must. I'm just glad Gee had come clean to his wife and I was so happy for Char”

Ebook Library Reader, “Amazing, just amazing..... Debora Boone, did her thing again I thought
thuggin' at the altar, was good this book was off the hook, this is a must read too, I would of been
thuggin' in prison if I had to go through all this drama.... lol great job Denora, and Jenica, sorry
it's ending.”

RTC, “Great book!. Everyone has a journey to go through which will includes challenges or
better said "learning opportunities" and when you stay on course, you will reep the rewards.”

Tee Dev, “Great!!. The drama continues and Chardonnay still had her name on it!! I love the
Christian aspect if the book the thuggish ways that showed up throughout the story. Forgiving is
one of the hardest things to do all while being a necessary task...”

Ebook Library Reader, “I love your writing. This series was very good very well written I'm looking
forward to reading more books by this author if you have not read this series you should a cross
between Christian writing and Street Urban”

The book by Laurie Myers has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 53 people have provided feedback.
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